
Insight Pre-Intermediate Unit 9A extra vocabulary In the news (sb, p. 108 – 109) 

a ruler Napoleon was a French ruler. Herrscher*in; Machthaber*in 

power (n.) The power of newspapers was 
clear as soon as they became 
available in the 17th century. 

Macht 

to become available (became / 
become) verfügbar werden 

doubtful (adj.) The quality of newspaper stories 
was often doubtful then. zweifelhaft; fraglich 

a politician Thomas Jefferson was a famous 
US politician. Politiker*in 

to provide sth News organisations provide 
newspapers, websites and apps. (an)bieten; bereitstellen 

an editor How do editors decide what 
stories to include? 

Redaktor*in 

to include sth/sb berücksichtigen; integrieren; 
miteinschliessen 

to affect sb A Tsunami affects more people 
than a car crash. 

jemanden betreffen; sich 
auswirken auf jemanden 

to be likely to do sth 
A Tsunami is more likely to 
appear on the front page of a 
newspaper than a car crash. 

etwas wahrscheinlich tun 

an event An event in or near your own 
country usually has more 
importance than an event on the 
other side of the world. 

Ereignis; Begebenheit 

to have (some/more/great) 
importance 

Stellenwert haben; Bedeutung 
haben 

on the other side of the world am anderen Ende der Welt 

a faraway country 

A faraway country with strong 
links to your own – such as a 
shared language – might be an 
exception to this rule. 

ein weit entferntes Land 

a strong link to sth/sb eine enge Verbindung mit 
etw./jem. 

a shared language eine gemeinsame Sprache 

an exception to the rule eine Ausnahme von der Regel 

to appeal to sth/sb Stories that appeal to people’s 
emotions are also popular. 

etwas/jemanden ansprechen; 
jemandem zusagen 

a bias Some newspapers have a political 
bias. Ausrichtung; Vorliebe 

can/can’t afford to do sth 
News organisations can’t afford 
as many journalists as they did 
in the past. 

es sich (nicht) leisten können, 
etwas zu tun 

to disappear 
Important international stories 
sometimes disappear from the 
headlines. 

verschwinden 

a news source Does your favourite news source 
choose their stories for the right 
reasons? 

Nachrichtenquelle 

for the right reasons berechtigterweise 

 


